
Bonding 
Covalent Bonds 

- Sharing of e- as atoms come together occurs as energy decreases (increase in wavelength); 
optimal distance of nuclei (equilibrium bond length)  min energy  

o Too close  repulsion  higher energy  
- Energy wave function is originally sum of 2 wave functions e.g. 1s wave functions/orbital in 

H-H 
- Becomes wave function/orbital that extends over both nuclei as e- are shared  

Reasons for Favourable Covalent Bond 
1. Attractive electrostatic forces exceed repulsive forces when e- are in region between nuclei 
 favourable chemical bond formation 

2. e- wave spread across two nuclei have ‘longer wavelength’  lower kinetic energy 
Broglie – λ =  h/mv 

Molecular Orbitals  
1. Bonding – without a node between two nuclei (sigma) 
2. Anti-bonding – with a node (sigma *) 

Filling out molecular orbital diagrams:  

- Fill from bottom up 
- Degenerate orbitals filled using Aufbau principle + Hund’s rule (same spin first) 

Bond Order and Strength 
- Bond order = ½ (no. bonding e- - no. antibonding e-) 
- Higher bond order  higher strength  shorter bond length  
- 1 = single bond, 2= double bond, 3 = triple bond  
- ½ = no/unstable bond 

HOMO + LUMO 
- Highest energy Occupied MO  
- Lowest energy Unoccupied MO 
- Lowest energy transition of ground state molecule  

**No new bonding from non-valence shell electrons! i.e. NON-BONDING ORBITALS (vs. anti-bonding). 
Only valence electrons are of value – bonding and anti-bonding orbitals.  

Different size + shape of MOs 
Formed from s-orbitals 

- s orbitals  sigma/sigma* orbital 



 

Formed from p-orbitals 
- Bond axis chosen to be z-axis  
- Pz orbitals interact end on  sigma/sigma* orbital  

 

- Px and Py interact side on w/ e- density above and below internuclear axis  pi/pi* orbital  
- Interaction can be constructive overlap (waves in same phase) or destructive overlap (waves 

in diff phase cancel each other out  node)  
o Two pi orbitals are degenerate 

 

Sigma and Pi Orbitals 
- Sigma orbitals: Symmetric around line joining two nuclei 

o Single bond 
- Pi orbitals: Node along line joining two nuclei 

o Double and triple bonds 
- Anti-bonding orbital: Nodal plane between two nuclei 



Paramagnetism and diamagnetism 
- Diamagnetic: Molecules w/o unpaired e-  no magnetic moment  weakly repelled by 

magnetic fields  
- Paramagnetic: Unpaired e-  net magnetic moment  drawn into magnetic fields  

Heternonuclear Molecules 
- Diff atomic orbitals  Asymmetric molecular orbitals  
- MO are more like the atomic orbitals that are closer in energy  
- E.g. HF  

Charge Densities 
- Si squared = charge density distribution in orbital 
- Charge density in molecule = sum of charge densities in all MO 
- Homonuclear diatomic: Charge densities are symmetric 
- Heternonuclear diatomic: Charge densities uneven due to different nuclear charge + e- 

configuration  diff electronegativity  

MO in Larger Orbitals 
- No. of molecular orbitals = total no. of atomic orbitals 
- Pi type MOs extend throughout different parts of whole molecule (parts of and whole); e- 

delocalised between MULTIPLE nuclei  

Network Solids 
- Infinite no. of atoms  infinite no. of molecular orbitals  BANDS of orbitals – bonding and 

anti-bonding 
- As no. of atoms increase, no. of allowed states and density of states (how close together 

they are) increase  smaller band gap 
o Pi type orbitals extend over even more atoms  lower energy 

- Network solids: Large molecules w/ neighbouring atoms connected by single covalent sigma 
bond 

o E.g. C  diamond, Si  SiO2 
 

- Valence band: Band of occupied orbitals  
- Conduction band: Band of unoccupied orbitals  
- Band gap: Energy gap between bands  

o Min energy network solid must absorb to promote e- from valence  conduction 
band 

Colour of Network Solids 
- Colour determined by band gap 
- Band gap: HOMO>LUMO transition  

o V large band gap in network solids and insulators 
o  Absorbing energy of shorter wavelength than shortest in visible spectrum 
o  Absorbs no visible light 
o  Appears transparent  

- E.g. silicon w/ small band gap absorbs all visible light and appears black 
- Diamond absorbs no visible light and appears transparent 

Conductivity 
- In order for e- to conduct electricity, it must have access to unoccupied energy level  



- In diamond, valence band is full so e- cannot move within it  must absorb energy high 
enough to jump to conduction band; band gap too large  insulator 

Metals 
- No band gap in metals w/ overlap of valence and conduction bands  single, partially filled 

band  e- move freely  conduct electricity 

Colour 
-  Many energy levels close together  
-  absorb all visible light  appears black 

Conductivity 
- No band gap  e- can move within band easily to unoccupied energy levels good 

conductor  
- In graphite: Cleavage planes have very strong intermolecular forces and e- free to move in 

planes 
o Conducts only in one direction along plane 
o  lower conductivity than other metals  

- Classic picture of metal cations in sea of delocalised electrons; valence electrons are free 
particles – free to change energy and wavelength  conductivity  

Conductivity of Solids 
1. Insulator: Large band gap  no promotion 
2. Intrinsic semiconductor: Small enough band gap  E- can be promoted from valence to 

conduction with heating 
3. Metal: No band gap 

Intrinsic Semi-Conductors 
- Band gap is small and e- can be promoted with heat  higher conductivity 
- *Metals have poorer conductivity when heated as e- are scattered by vibrations  
- Holes: Vacancies in valence band where e- can move  conduct electricity 

Doping 
- Creates more stable conduction  

n-type doping (negative w/ extra e-) 
- Extra e- by substituting atom w/ element on right of periodic table (i.e. has more e-) e.g. 

substituting K to Si  
- Extra e- in donor levels just below conduction band  
- As material is heated, e- promoted to conduction band (e- in conduction outnumber holes in 

valence band) 
-  Conduction due to e- in conduction band 

P- type doping (positive w/ extra holes) 
- Fewer e- by substituting atom w an element on left of periodic table (i.e. has fewer e-) e.g. 

substituting Si with Al  
- E- poor atoms generate acceptor levels just above valence band  
- As material is heated, valence band e- promoted to acceptor levels  holes in valence band 

(which outnumber e- in conduction band) 
-  e- moving into holes in valence band  new holes  conduction due to holes  



p-n junction: solar cell 
- Creating p-n junction:  
- E- flows to p-type with holes, positively charged holes flow to n-type with e- 
-  separated static +ve and –ve charges  electric field across depletion zone 

 
- Absorbing light in intrinsic layer  e- promoted in conduction band + holes in valence band 

in both semiconductors 
- E- flow to n-type (-ve), holes flow to p-type (+ve) voltage across junction 
- E- from n-type flow out through external circuit to p-type to recombine w holes, and holes 

from p-type flow out  electrical work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AX0qvnjSnM 

 

 

 
p-n junction: LED 

- P and n doping produces e- in conduction band, holes in valence band 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AX0qvnjSnM


- E- flow from n-type material to p-type material  
- Recombines with holes in p-type material after emitting photon of energy (= to band gap) 
- Tuning band gap  emission of diff E  diff lights e.g. infrared  UV  colours  

Atomic Spectroscopy  
Spectroscopy: Study of interaction of matter with EM radiation e.g. MRI (radiowave imaging body), 
light microscopy (visible light w cells), X-ray (X-rays for bones) 

Band Gaps and Colours 
- Colour of solid depends on band gap  
- Smaller band gap  lower energy wave absorbed and emitted  lower wavelength light 

Colours 

- White light: Combination of all colours  
- Black materials – absorb all visible light – don’t reflect any colours  
- White materials – absorb no visible light – reflect all colours 
- Appearance of colour = absorbing opp. Colour on colour wheel e.g. appear red if absorb 

green (reflect all others) 
- Transparent: Allow all light to pass through  
- Translucent: Allow some light to pass through and scatters rest 
- Opaque: Don’t let any light to pass through – light reflected or absorbed 
- *Coloured/colourless is separate term  

Atomic Spectroscopy  
- Diff atomic orbitals  diff energy differences between energy levels  absorption and 

release of light @ diff energies and wavelengths 
- E.g. lithium = mainly 2s-2p  red  

o Na = mainly 3s-3p  yellow 
o K = mainly 4s-4d  purple 

- Useful in identifying elements and concentrations  

Beer-Lambert law:  

o A = absorbance; high absorbance  less light passes  
 A = -log T = - log (I / Io). 
 (intensity after absorbance/original intensity) 

o C = concentration in substance; high conc.  high absorption 
o Epsilon – molar extinction coeff.; constant 
o L = path length; how far light travels  

1. Sample in atomic form  
2. Hollow cathode lamp w/ atom releases light of specific spectrum absorbed by atom 
3. Light absorbed by atomised sample according to conc.  
4. Monochromator separates the wavelengths of light to ensure light of interest is measured 
5. Detector measures absorbance  

*Standards of known conc. Run w/ each cathode lamp for calibration curve (proportional by 
episilon)  find unknown conc. 



Molecular spectroscopy  
- Molecules absorb specific wavelengths of light according to orbital energies 
- Beer-Lambert law 
- Does not require atoms to be atomised as it measures energy of e- in molecules 

Ionic Bonds 
Electronegativity: Ability of atom to attract e-; scale between 0 and 4 (Pauling)  

- Increases as atomic size decreases as valence e- are closer to nucleus and more tightly 
bound  

o Increases across row 
o Decreases down group  

- Homonuclear: Equal electronegativity  symmetrical distribution 
- Heteronuclear: Unequal electronegativity  asymmetrical distribution 
- High electronegativity difference  ionic compound  

Ionic Crystals 
- Electrostatic interactions are long ranged  lower potential energy as more ions added i.e. 

more stable  crystal 
- Counterions (opp charge) surround central ion; another shell surrounds 

 
- Distance between ions depends on balance of long range electrostatic attractions/repulsions 

between cations and anions + short range repulsions between electrons and nuclei in 
adjacent ions  

- Equilibrium distance when potential energy is minimised (decreases as ions become closer 
and attraction is dominant, then increases as repulsions dominate)  

- Lower energy  higher lattice energy (energy supplied to break) 

Lattice Energy 
- Attractions between nearest neighbours + repulsions between next-nearest neighbours 

(diagonal) 
- Energy change when gas phase ions combine to form crystal lattice 
- Energy supplied to break 1 mol into constituent gas ions  

o Negative value as energy of crystal lattice lower than energy of ions (releases energy 
upon formation) 

- Depends on: (Only when comparing lattices w/ similar structure as structure affects E) 
o Larger charge  larger magnitude of lattice energy  
o Smaller ion  larger magnitude of lattice energy (ions are closer together!)  
o V=k x (q1q2)/r 

Packing 
1. Cubic packing: 4 nearest neighbours 

a. ‘Body centred cubic’ if atom in centre of unit cell/ 2nd layer ions cover holes 
2. Hexagonal packing: 6 nearest neighbours (most dense) w/ 2nd layer smaller ions in dimples 

in lower level of larger ions 
a. Hexagonal close packed structure  hexagonal unit cell 
b. Cubic close packed structure  face-centred cubic unit cell 



 

 

Interstitial Void Spaces 
- Unfilled spaces between layers 
- Tetrahedral vs. octahedral hole packing by smaller atom (usually cation) 

o Octahedral hole has 6 surrounding spheres and is larger 
o Tetrahedral hole has 4 surrounding spheres and is smaller 

- Holes that cations occupy depends on relative size of cation to anion (if relatively similar  
octahedral e.g. NaCl, if cation too small  tetrahedral e.g. ZnS) 

 

Types of Lattices: Depends on radius ratio 
Relative size of ions affect arrangement  affects stability; Closer packing  more stable  



 

- Primitive cubic: E.g. Po 
a. Cubic packing 
b. Layers of atoms stack directly above and below 
c. One lattice point per cell – centre of sphere on corner 
d. Most inefficient packing – one atom per unit cell 

- Body-centred cubic (BCC): Radius ratio 1:1 e.g. CsCl, CsI, and Group 1 metals and Transition 
Metals 

a. Cubic packing but with another atom in centre cavity 
b. Particles in 2nd layer cover holes in 1st 
c. Two lattice points – one on corner and one in centre 
d. More efficient than primitive cubic – 2 atoms per unit cell 
e. 8 anions surrounding one cation and v.v. 

- Face-centred cubic (FCC): Radius ratio ~1/2 
a. Hexagonal packing w/ cubic close packed structure 
b. Can have tetrahedral/octahedral holes depending on relative sizes 

 
c. Octahedral hole packing: Mostly 1:1 ionic crystals e.g. NaCl, halides of Li+, Na+, K+, 

Rb+, oxides of Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+ 
i. e.g. NaCl w/ octahedral hole packing (anion surrounded by 6 cations and 

v.v.) 

 
d. Tetrahedral hole packing w/ cation too small for octahedral holes 

i. e.g. ZnS; Half of tetrahedral holes are filled as 8 holes w/ 4 Zn2+ ions 
1. Anion surrounded by 4 cations and v.v. 



  

ii. E.g. CaF2; All tetrahedral holes filled as 8 holes with 8 F- ions 

   

Properties of Ionic Crystals 
- Stable, hard and brittle 
- Poor electrical conductions (no free e- as tightly bound to nuclei) 
- High melting points 
- Transparent to visible light (energy levels too distant) 
- IR radiation absorbed  
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